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Summary 

The mechanisms by which migratory birds achieve their often spectacular navigational 

performance are still largely unclear, but perception of cues from the Earth’s magnetic 

field is thought to play a role. Birds that possess migratory experience can use map-based 

navigation, which may involve a receptor that uses ferrimagnetic material for detecting 

gradients in the magnetic field. Such a mechanism can be experimentally disrupted by 

applying a strong magnetic pulse that re-magnetises ferrimagnetic materials. In captivity 

this treatment indeed affected bearings of adult but not of naive juvenile birds. However, 

field studies, which expose birds to various navigational cues, yielded mixed results. 

Supportive studies were difficult to interpret because they were conducted in spring when 

all age groups navigate back to breeding areas. The present study therefore applied a 

magnetic pulse treatment in autumn to naturally migrating, radio-tagged European robins. 
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We found that although overall bearings were seasonally correct, orientation of adult but 

not juvenile robins was compromised by a pulse. Pulsed adults that departed within 10 

days of treatment failed to show significant orientation and deviated more from mean 

migration direction than adult controls and juveniles. Thus, our data give field-based 

support for a possible ferrimagnetic map-sense during bird migration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The cues and mechanisms which migratory passerine birds use to navigate to their 

breeding and wintering grounds remain hotly debated [1, 2]. The most straight-forward 

approach to this question is the study of migrants in autumn, when juvenile birds are still 

naive while adults can use information based on previous journeys. Evidence suggests 

that in the majority of cases juveniles making their first autumn journey migrate in a 

population specific compass direction that is genetically controlled and seasonally 

appropriate. In contrast, adults additionally call upon a mechanism that allows them to 

correct for displacements from the normal path [3, 4]. This mechanism has been 

described as a “map” [5, 6] and is thought to be based on environmental gradients that are 

learned during the first migratory journey [7], possibly forming a bi-coordinate grid [8]. 

A number of environmental cues have been proposed as candidates for such a map, but as 

yet, conclusive evidence for a bi-coordinate navigational map remains elusive [2]. One 

cue that has been proposed as a potential gradient for navigation is the intensity of the 

Earth’s magnetic field, which varies latitudinally from poles to equator, and in some 
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places longitudinally [7]. Birds have been demonstrated to respond to changes in the 

magnetic field [9] and possibly possess two sensory pathways by which they detect the 

magnetic field. The “radical pair” mechanism proposes that the Earth’s magnetic field 

alters the unpaired electron spin state of photoreceptive chemicals in the eye, most likely 

cryptochromes [10-14]. It has been demonstrated that this sensory pathway is involved in 

compass orientation in passerine birds but there is no evidence for a role in the map step 

[15].  

A second proposed mechanism of magnetoreception is based on a receptor that 

uses ferrimagnetic particles [16] and that is innervated by the ophthalmic branch of the 

trigeminal nerve [17-19]. One such putative sensory receptor was located in the upper 

beak of homing pigeons [20, 21] and other birds, including European robins, Erithacus 

rubecula [22]. This sensory pathway is apparently not involved in seasonally appropriate 

compass orientation [15], and recent evidence has questioned whether the particles 

identified are indeed magnetosensory cells [23]. An alternative site for the ferrimagnetic 

receptor has been proposed to be the inner ear lagena, which is part of the vestibular 

system in the ear. The proposition is based on neurological evidence that lesions of this 

area eliminated responses in regions of the brain that are activated by magnetic activity 

[24]. Recent evidence suggests that vestibular brainstem neurons encode direction, 

intensity and polarity of the magnetic field [25], but these studies do not test the role of 

the sense in navigation behaviour.. However, an intriguing line of evidence suggests a 

possible role of the ferrimagnetic sense in the navigational map of migratory songbirds. 

Previous experiments on magnetotactic bacteria had indicated that a brief, strong 

magnetic pulse (>0.1T) re-magnetises the magnetic material and leads to incorrect 
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orientation [26]. Based on these findings it was proposed that if birds used a 

ferrimagnetic sensory pathway to detect the magnetic field, they should likewise orient 

incorrectly after treatment with a magnetic pulse. This idea was partly supported by tests 

on passerine birds in Emlen funnels [27-30]. Interestingly, the effect is only seen in adult 

birds, not juveniles, whose autumnal, seasonally appropriate compass orientation 

remained unaffected [31] . Because adult but not juvenile birds can rely on a map, it has 

been argued that the pulse is affecting a receptor that is involved in detecting the Earth’s 

magnetic field to be used specifically in the navigational map mechanism.  

For technical reasons, the role of magnetic cues in the navigation mechanisms of 

naturally migrating birds had been poorly studied, but recently, tests of magnetic pulses 

on naturally migrating robins and reed warblers (Acrocephalus scirapaceus) indicated an 

effect on departure direction [32]. This suggested a role for the ferrimagnetic sense, but in 

spring, both adults and juveniles are expected to be navigating back to familiar breeding 

grounds based on an experience derived map [33]. Therefore, the experiment could not 

distinguish between an effect of the magnetic pulse on a map or a compass mechanism. 

To clarify this question, the present study was carried out at the same, European stop-

over site during autumn. The study examines the effect of magnetic pulses on the 

departure directions of naturally migrating adult and juvenile European robins I) to test 

whether the ferrimagnetic sense plays a role in autumn migration and II) to compare 

orientation of juvenile and adult birds to interpret possible effects of magnetic pulses. We 

predict that if the ferrimagnetic sense plays a role in the navigational map then adult but 

not juvenile birds will either be deflected or show increased scatter in their departure 

directions.  
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1 Subjects 

European robins (Erithacus rubecula) are common passage migrants at our study site, the 

Mettnau Peninsula at Lake Constance in southern Germany (47.7
◦
 N, 9.0

◦
 E, near 

Radolfzell) [34]. Robins in central Europe are partial migrants [35] that are known to use 

genetically inherited migration programs [36] and are therefore commonly used in 

navigation studies [37]. The previous study of magnetic pulses which is hereby extended 

has successfully used Robins under similar experimental conditions [32]. In the current 

study, Robins were caught by mist netting at the Mettnau monitoring station from 8
th

 of 

September until 21
st
 of October, 2010. Birds were ringed, weighed, checked for moult, 

and scored for migratory fattening and state of breast muscle [38]. We also collected back 

feathers (a side product of trimming for transmitter attachment) for subsequent isotope 

analysis in related projects and measured tarsus length, wing length, and length of the 3
rd

 

primary [39]. In autumn distinction between adult and juvenile robins is generally 

possible based on characteristics summarized, eg, by Svensson [39] and Jenni and 

Winkler [40]. In cases in which characters were too intermediate to allow unambiguous 

ageing, or in which physical condition was poor (as based on visible breast muscle), the 

bird was released after ringing. In total, 87 birds (46 adults, 41 juveniles) were retained in 

the experiment. Birds were alternately assigned to experimental and control “sham” pulse 

treatments. 

2.2 Experimental treatments 

Immediately after ringing and measurements birds were treated with one of two 

treatments using a magnetic pulse device. The pulse device was an SCR-fired capacitive 
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discharge unit (a SOTA magnetic pulser) modified by the addition of a double wrapped, 

10cm diameter Lee Whittling coil [41]. The coil system produced a unidirectional 

magnetic pulse of approximately 0.1ms duration, with a peak amplitude slightly over 

0.1T, and a rise time of approximately 100 ns. A pair of fine wire Helmholtz coils 

produced a 320 μT biasing field that could be aligned parallel or antiparallel to the pulse 

direction. The pulse device was aligned on the magnetic east-west axis. Experimental 

birds (adults, n=24, juveniles n=16) were treated south anterior with a pulse antiparallel 

to the artificial biasing field (figure 1). Control birds (adults, n=22, juveniles n=25) were 

put into the coil in the same way as experimental birds with the biasing field on, but 

received a “sham” treatment in which although the pulse device fired, no current was 

directed into the pulse coil and so the bird did not receive a magnetic treatment [41]. 

 

2.3 Data collection 

After treatment, birds were fitted with a radio transmitter (66 x 0.4g Holohil systems Ltd 

LB2N and 21 x 0.36g Biotrack NTQB-2). The transmitter was sewn to a square of cotton 

cloth and the cloth was attached to the birds’ back using latex based eyelash glue. This 

method has been demonstrated to allow the transmitter to stay attached for approximately 

24 days, which is longer than the 14-21 day battery life of the transmitter [42]. 

Transmitters produce an electromagnetic field that has the potential to disrupt magnetic 

information  if not considered, particularly if negative results are obtained [43]. However, 

previous measurements of these transmitters indicate no measurable electromagnetic field 

2cm from its centre [4] (the approximate distance of the transmitter to the birds head), 

and magnetic treatments have previously been shown to be effective on birds and bats 
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using similar transmitters [32, 44, 45]. Once the glue dried the bird was immediately 

released back onto the Mettnau Peninsula. The signals were monitored from 2 automated 

radio receiver units (ARU, Sparrow Systems) placed on a 30 metre tower at the Mettnau 

Peninsula. These devices scanned through the frequencies programmed into the receiver 

sequentially and logged the signal strength received. Each ARU had four 4-element yagi 

antennae attached to it, and the antennae pointed approximately 90° to each other, thus 

covering the cardinal compass directions. The antennae of the 2 units were fixed one 

directly above the other such that each of the four antennae for both ARUs’ pointed in the 

same direction as each other. No more than 10 birds were monitored by a single ARU at 

any time. Data were collected on flash cards that were transferred out each time the ARU 

program was changed and were saved as a CSV file. 

For determining migratory departure direction (ie, vanishing bearing), we first identified 

the time of departure from constant data recording. A migratory departure could be 

detected by observing a graphical trace of the signal strength of the antennae and 

determining the point at which the signal dropped to a level which indicated that only 

noise was being received on all 4 antennae. The signal for each bird was observed over 

the course of the time it was present at the Mettnau, and was also checked for 3 days after 

the determined departure date to make sure that it had not returned. In most cases, 

departure occurred during night time, in keeping with predominantly nocturnal migration 

of robins [46]. The point immediately prior to the drop to noise level was then used to 

calculate the bearing of the departure by comparing the relative signal strength (ratio of 

signal strength to noise) of the two strongest antennae. This was done by calculating a 

mean vector from the bearings of these two antennae by vector addition [47] weighted by 
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the relative signal strength of each of these antennae. Bearings were calculated with only 

the transmitter number (a six digit number) available as an identifier and as a 

consequence the data were analysed blind to the treatment condition of the bird. This 

procedure was established in [32] and was demonstrated to provide results comparable to 

bearings taken with a handheld antenna and receiver. Because the transmitter life was 

predicted to be 21 days, any bearing that was obtained after this period was not included 

in the analysis, as it would be more likely that the reduction in signal was the result of 

battery failure. Using this procedure 65 bearings were obtained, 4 bearings were rejected 

due to the bird taking longer than 21 days to leave and 18 bearings were lost through 

ARU battery failure. 

 

2.4 Statistical analysis 

2.4.1. Orientation performance 

Circular statistics were calculated in Oriana v 4.0 (Kovach computing). Mean departure 

bearing and vector length (r, a measure of concentration of the angles in the sample) were 

calculated for the age-specific treatment groups: adult control (AC), adult anti-parallel 

pulsed (AAP), juvenile control (JC) and juvenile anti-parallel pulsed (JAP). We tested for 

orientation within each group by Rayleigh test and compared the mean bearings of 

groups using Watson-Williams test (WW). We then examined differences in variance 

between groups as a proxy for disruption of navigational accuracy. For this, we 

transformed the original bearings to deviations from group-specific, circular means 

(calculated as the absolute difference of a given bearing from the pertinent, age-specific 

treatment group mean). These deviations were then compared using Levene’s test, a test 
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for the equality of variances between groups [48], which does not assume underlying 

normality of the data. Previous data from orientation cage tests have shown that the pulse 

effect is temporary, with orientation returning to the seasonally appropriate direction 10 

days after treatment [29, 49]. We thus performed circular-linear correlations between 

bearings and time after treatment to test for any effect of time between treatment and 

departure on the orientation of the groups, using Oriana 4.0. We also compared 

orientation and scatter of birds within the control and experimental groups which 

departed within 10 days from treatment and after 10 days from treatment, respectively. 

 

2.4.2. Environmental conditions and physical characteristics 

Unlike in an orientation cage, or in a displacement experiment in which the animals 

attempt to home immediately, we released birds directly at the capture site. Hence, there 

was no experimental control over their decision as to when to migrate, and consequently, 

over the consistency of physiological state and of environmental cues that birds faced. 

Many passerines, and European robins in particular, are sensitive to environmental 

conditions and state during migratory departure [46, 50, 51]. To account for this, we 

investigated effects of known environmental and physical factors on the bearings of the 

birds that could have been independent of or additional to the experimental treatments 

[46, 50, 51]. See electronic supplementary material for details of the method of analysis. 

 

2.4.3 Wind 

It has been demonstrated that take off bearings are influenced by winds of speeds as low 

as 4 m/s, or 3 on the Beaufort scale [52]. Only two of our birds took off in winds as 
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strong as 3.4 m/s (bottom of 3 on the Beaufort scale). 53% departed in winds of 0.3-1.5 

m/s (1 on the Beaufort scale) and 43% took off in winds of 1.6-3.4 m/s (2 on the Beaufort 

scale). These wind speeds were lower than those known to influence bearings, but we 

nonetheless scrutinized our data for possible effects of wind on departures. In order to 

analyse the effects of wind on departure headings (intended direction without wind drift) 

were calculated (see electronic supplementary material). As the analysis gave no 

indication that different groups took off in different wind directions, or that there was any 

difference between the headings and the bearings, all subsequent analyses were 

performed on bearings. 

 

3. RESULTS 

The departure directions of adult and juvenile birds are shown in figure 2. All groups 

were significantly oriented (table 1). There was no difference between the mean bearings 

of adult experimental and control birds or juvenile experimental and control birds (WW, 

table 1). In contrast, after treatment with an antiparallel pulse, precision of orientation 

was significantly reduced in adult but not in juvenile robins in the experimental groups 

relative to respective control birds (Levene’s test, table 1).  

Neither type of treatment nor age nor its interaction affected the length of time a 

bird remained at the staging site after treatment (REML, Wald on df=1: for all factors, 

p>0.15). However, there was a significant correlation between mean vector length and 

days between treatment and departure in the adult antiparallel pulsed group (circular-

linear correlation: r=0.578, p=0.008). The longer after treatment the bird departed, the 

less it deviated from the overall group mean. In contrast, mean vector length in adult and 
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juvenile controls was unaffected by time after treatment (circular linear correlation: 

adults, r=0.298, p=0.263; juveniles, r=0.256, p=0.572) and in juvenile antiparallel pulsed 

birds (r=0.422, p=0.198).  

 Figure 3 shows a more detailed analysis of the directionality of birds depending 

on time after treatment, separated by whether they departed before or after the reported 

end of treatment effects after ten days. Only 1 juvenile pulsed bird departed more than 10 

days after treatment and so no analysis was performed for this group. All tested groups 

were significantly oriented except experimental adults which departed within 10 days 

after treatment (table 1). There was no significant difference between the mean bearings 

of the groups, however, there was a significant difference between the residual values of 

adult experimental compared to adult control birds departing within 10 days after 

treatment (Levene’s test, Fig. 3a), but not between any other groups (table 1). Thus, adult 

robins departing within 10 days after receiving an antiparallel pulse were thus distinct 

from other groups by lack of significant orientation and by heightened variation 

compared to controls (Fig. 3a). 

We also analyzed the effects of additional factors on precision of migratory 

directions (ie, on absolute deviation from age-specific mean group departure direction). 

While taking account of age, treatment type and days from treatment, the only factor that 

significantly influenced precision was the date of capture. The later in a year a bird was 

examined, the more precise was its choice of direction upon migratory departure (REML, 

Wald = 5.79 on df=1; p=0.016; for all other factors, p > 0.15). All other investigated 

factors were not significant (see electronic supplementary material). 
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4. DISCUSSION 

4.1 Main findings 

The findings of our experimental study on naturally migrating robins support a putative 

ferrimagnetic map-sense during bird migration. Application of a strong, ferrimagnetic 

pulse affected departure direction of experienced adult but not of naive juvenile birds 

during effective treatment time. These results are in overall agreement with findings in 

captivity. When Australian silvereyes (Zosterops lateralis) were tested in an orientation 

cage, the only evidence for an effect of the treatment was on experienced adult birds [31]. 

In that study pulse-treated adults reoriented by approximately 90°. However, this 

reoriented behaviour was only present in the first 2-3 days, following which pulsed birds 

tested in orientation cages become disoriented.  A previous captive study of pulsed robins 

in spring, which also produced disorientation in the treated group, speculated that this 

was due to different individuals having different final goals and thus interpreting the 

altered magnetic information differently [53]. Given the high precision of the control 

group in our study, this seems an unlikely explanation for our results and we hypothesise 

that for the robins in our study, available natural, additional navigational cues may have 

resulted in cue-conflict, possibly resulting in a bearing that was a compromise between 

two conflicting cues for some birds. Surprisingly, we found little direct evidence for 

effects of environment and physical state on the birds’ navigational performance. The 

only factors that affected bearings were age, with greater precision in adult compared to 

juvenile robins, and date, with increasing precision as autumn progressed. None of the 

weather variables or body characteristics that we considered had any effect on the birds’ 

directional choice. 
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4.2 Effect of time between treatment and departure 

Detailed analysis of magnetic pulse treatment effects yielded further insights. Again 

agreeing with data from silvereyes, the pulse effect on robins seems to be dependent on 

the number of days between treatment and departure. Like in orientation cage studies [29, 

49], pulsed birds were only disoriented if their bearing was obtained within 10 days after 

treatment. After this time period the pulsed group was not different from controls. Time-

dependence was not seen in the spring migration of robins and reed warblers at the same 

site [32], most likely because the mean departure time was much shorter in that study, 

with very few birds departing more than 10 days after treatment. Temporary effects of 

pulse-treatment may also explain the lack of an effect of a pulse on migrating catbirds 

(Dumetella carolinensis) in autumn in a previous study, because most of these birds 

departed more than 14 days after treatment [54]. However, direct comparison of this 

experiment to the current study is difficult because it had used different orientation 

measures (final bearing obtained at greater distance and time after initial departure by 

tracking from air). Conversely, the temporary nature of the pulse does not fit with 

hypotheses on the nature of the ferrimagnetic material proposed to play a role in the 

sensory receptor [30]. If the material is single domain magnetite with a permanent 

magnetic moment, the strong magnetic pulse should re-magnetize it permanently in the 

opposite direction. The unexpectedly temporary effects of the treatment could result from 

the eventual downgrading of faulty magnetic information in the hierarchy of cues, from 

recalibration, or from repair of the sensory system. It is possible that if the disorientation 

seen in our experiment was a result of conflict with other navigational cues (e.g. visual 

landmarks, olfactory cues), and that the lack of effect greater than 10 days after treatment 
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was because of a reversion to those alternative cues. However, in [49] a second pulse 

treatment was applied after observable effects of the first pulse had disappeared resulting 

in an increase in scatter in the treated group. If the magnetic information was downgraded 

in the hierarchy, then an effect of the subsequent pulse would not be expected, which 

argues against this explanation for the temporary nature of the pulse. Another possible 

explanation is that if the magnetoreceptor is based on Superparamagnetic material [20], 

which does not have a permanent magnetic moment and thus cannot be remagnetised, 

then this might cause temporary disruption of the sensory system [30], although it 

remains unclear whether such a receptor structure exists [23]. 

 

4.3 Does a magnetic pulse affect a magnetoreceptor? 

It has been argued that the pulse treatment affects a sensory receptor based on 

ferrimagnetic material [26]. Existence and location of such a receptor is still disputed and 

mostly rests on two lines of evidence, one being histological and the other neurological. 

Previous studies suggested that the magnetoreceptors were located in the beak area [20, 

22, 55]. These studies had identified iron clusters in the beak that were thought to be 

functionally related to magnetoreception. However, recent evidence arguing that the iron 

clusters identified by [20] may be macrophages [23], brings this interpretation into 

question. In contrast, support for this hypothesis comes from the observation that after 

local anesthetic was applied to the beak area, pulse treatments had no effect [56]. The 

role of the trigeminal nerve in magnetoreception [17, 18], which innervates the beak, 

does still argue for  magnetoreceptors located in this area. Trieber et al. [23] propose that 

similarly to the rainbow trout [57], the olfactory mucosa is a potential location. Single 
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domain magnetic particles have previously been identified in the ethmoid region and the 

nasal cavity of birds [58-60] 

The second line of evidence that the pulse affects magnetoreceptors is based on 

neurological studies. A conditioning study demonstrates that the trigeminal nerve is 

responsible for conveying magnetic intensity information [18]. Bobolinks (Dolichonyx 

oryzivorus) which were deflected by a pulse treatment reverted to the species specific 

migratory direction when this nerve was blocked directly with a local anesthetic [19], 

suggesting that the pulse effects trigeminally mediated magnetoreception (although see 

[61] for criticisms of local anaesthetic treatments in this context). This study remains the 

only direct evidence that the trigeminal nerve plays a role in navigation behaviour, with 

all other attempts to disrupt navigation in birds by trigeminal nerve section failing to 

affect the initial orientation or homing performance of pigeons [62-64]. An alternative 

location for ferrimagnetic magnetoreception has been proposed to be the inner ear lagena 

[65]. In accordance with this idea, recent neuroanatomical evidence indicates that brain 

areas that are innervated by vestibular neurons in pigeons are activated by magnetic cues 

[25]. Ablation of the lagena eliminates activation of these regions [24]. However, as with 

the trigeminal nerve, evidence for a role of this mechanism in navigation is equivocal. 

While one study suggests disruption of navigation performance in pigeons with the inner 

ear ablated [65] an earlier comprehensive study with the same treatment found no effect 

on initial orientation or homing performance [66] (see [67] for discussion of the 

limitations of the Harada et al. study). 

In addition to these ideas, the magnetic pulse treatment may also affect other 

systems that are influenced by electromagnetic fields. Given that Transcranial magnetic 
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stimulation in humans, using such pulses, results in nonspecific behavioural cognitive 

deficits [68], this possibility should also be considered as an alternative to a putative 

ferrimagnetic mechanism. It is noteworthy that the pulse affects adult but not juvenile 

birds [31], and that it also depends on the orientation of the pulse. Previous research 

shows different effects depending on the treatment, with reorientation depending on the 

alignment of the pulse [27, 32]. This would argue against a nonspecific effect and does 

argue in favor of a magnetic receptor being disrupted. 

4.4 What aspect of navigation is affected? 

If the magnetic pulse is affecting a magnetic receptor, what aspect of the 

navigation mechanism is it affecting? None of the previous work indicates that a pulse 

disrupts normal compass orientation in juvenile or adult migrating birds [18, 19, 31, 69]. 

Instead, the specificity of effects on experienced adult, and not naive juvenile migrants, 

supports the interpretation of disruption of a possible map-sense. A recent study on 

migratory Australian silvereyes (Zoesterops l. lateralis) that simulated displacement by 

changing magnetic intensity signatures indicated that only adult, not juvenile migrants 

were affected by the displacement [70]. However, the existence of a magnetic map 

continues to be strongly debated [1, 2, 7]. Given that neither the current experiment, nor 

those carried out in orientation cages, use displacement outside the normal migratory 

route as part of the design, it cannot be entirely certain that the adults are indeed 

accessing a true navigational map based on cues experienced outside the familiar 

migration route [71]. Although arguably less parsimonious given the evidence in 

[29,30,32,68], an alternative navigational explanation could include different roles of the 

ferrimagnetic sense in the adult and juvenile magnetic compass systems, as some have 
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suggested that the ferrimagnetic sense may play an as yet unidentified role in the avian 

magnetic compass [61, 72]. Magnetic cues have also been shown to play a role in 

‘signposting’ latitudes at which birds should refuel to prepare for energetically 

demanding crossings of geographical barriers [73]. It is therefore possible that the pulse 

affects the adults’ ability to recognize the latitude at which refueling is necessary, perhaps 

resulting in a lack of oriented behaviour (due to a desire to refuel at the stopover sight 

rather than make a directed migration flight). 

4.5 Conclusion 

With this paper there is now independent evidence that a strong magnetic pulse 

affects the orientation of migrating birds both in the laboratory and the field and affects 

an aspect of migratory behaviour that is expressed by adult but not juvenile birds. This 

suggests that a magnetoreceptor with ferrimagnetic properties plays some role in 

experience based migratory orientation in songbirds. The challenge now is for clear links 

to be made between the behavioural aspects of magnetoreception and the neurobiology, 

molecular biology and physics of magnetoreception, to describe how the putative 

receptors are altered to produce the behavioural effects seen in nature. 
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 Figure 1. Treatment of experimental birds. Application of a magnetic pulse to illustrate 

the alignment of the bird to the pulse (large arrow with lightning symbol below coil) and 

biasing field (small arrow above coil) under the experimental condition. Controls were 

treated in the same way but no current was directed into the pulse coil. 

 

Figure 2. Departure directions of adult (a) and juvenile (b) robins in relation to type of 

treatment. White triangles: controls, black triangles, antiparallel pulsed birds. Arrows 

represent mean bearing and vector length. Inner circles (solid for antiparallel pulsed 

birds, dotted for controls) represent the vector length required for significant orientation 

by the Rayleigh test at p=0.05. 

 

Figure 3. Bearings during and after the time of effective treatments. a) adults which 

departed within 10 days after treatment, b) adults which departed more than 10 days after 

treatment and c) juveniles which departed within 10 days after treatment. Legends as for 

figure 2 (experimental: black symbols, controls: white symbols). 
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Table 1. Summary of statistical tests of orientation behaviour of adult and juvenile birds. Results 

for all birds (rows 2-5) and divided by time between treatment and departure, i.e. less than or 

greater than 10 days, (rows 7-11) are shown. AC: adult control, AAP, adult antiparallel pulsed 

birds, JC, juvenile control, JAP, juvenile antiparallel pulsed birds. The length of the mean vector 

(r) and direction (α) are reported. Differences in mean angular direction (Watson-Williams  test) 

and variance around the mean direction (Levene’s test) are reported. Significance is indicated by 

* (*=p<0.05, **=p<0.001, ***=P<0.001, NS=p>0.05). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Treatment 

 

N r α (°) Watson Williams 

test 

Levene’s test 

AC 17 0.872*** 204 
F1,33=0.119, NS F1,33=23.84** 

AAP 18 0.475* 211 

JC 18 0.501* 210 
F1,28=0.129, NS F1,28=1.187, NS 

JAP 12 0.578* 201 

AC<10 11 0.899*** 209 
F1,21=0.248, NS F1,21=28.917** 

AAP<10 12 0.287, NS 223 

AC>10 6 0.830* 198 
F1,10=0.201,NS F1,10=0.034,NS 

AAP>10 6 0.871 204 

JC<10 14 0.508* 213 
F1,23=0.456, NS F1,23=0.116, NS 

JAP<10 11 0.617* 192 
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